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We study the asymptotic behavior fthe nonlinear semigroup generated by a 
nonexpansive self-mapping of a closed convex subset of the Hilbert ball equipped 
with the hyperbolic metric. 6:’ 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with inner product ( .,.) and norm 1.1, 
B the open unit ball of H, and p: B x B + [0, co) the hyperbolic metric on
B L-4, P.981, 
where 
p(x, y) = argtanh( I- a(x, y))“‘, 
4x2 Y)=(1-l~~12)(1-IY12)//l-(~~ .a*. 
For x and y in B and Ode< 1 we let (1 -c)x@cy stand for the unique 
point zon the geodesic joining x and y which satisfies 
Ax, Y) = CP(X, Y) and AZ5 Y) = (1 -c) ,4x3 Y). 
If C is a p-closed p-convex subset of B, T: C + C a p-nonexpansive 
(p( TX, Ty) d p(x, y) for all x and y in C) mapping, and I the identity 
operator, we denote the operator (1-c) Z@ CT by Tc. It is known [7, 
p. 771 that for each x in C and t > 0, the limit of (nf=, T,,) x as 
max{ci:O<i<k} + 0 exists (uniformly forbounded subsets oft), where 
the limit is taken over all finite s quences {ci: 0 < i < k} for which 
0 < cj < 1, 0 < i< k, and CF=, ci= t. Denoting this limit by S(t) x, we 
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obtain a nonlinear semigroup on C. That is, a family of operators 
s(t): C -+ C, 0 d t < GO, satisfying the following conditions: 
S(t +s)x = S(t) S(s) x for all s, t>O and XEC; 
S(O)x=x for all x E C; 
S(t) x is continuous in tB 0 for each x E C; 
PCS(t) x>S(t) Y) d P(X, Y) for all t 2 0 and x, y E C. 
Our purpose in this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior fthis 
remarkable c ass ofsemigroups. 
Our first result solves a problem which was left open in [6, Sect. 8 J. 
THEOREM. Let T: C + C be a p-nonexpansive self-mapping of ap-closed 
p-convex subset of (B, p), and let S he the semigroup generated byT. Then 
for each x in C and h > 0, 
lim p(S(t) x,TS(t) x) 
t-22 
= lim p(S(t + h) x, S(t) x)/h 
1+X 
= lim p(x, S(t) x)/t = inf{p(u, T ): uE C} 
T-T 
ProoJ We first note that 
PV:,,,-G TT;,,,x) 
6 P(Ty/nX, TY/Z ’ x) + p(T:,; ‘x, TT:;,x) 
G P(X, Trl,x) + (1 - l/n) P(TY,,,~, T,,,x) 
= (t/n) d-x, TX) + (1 - f/n) p(TT,,.x, TT$,.x). 
Hence p(T;,,x, TT:,,x) d p(x, TX), p(S(t) x, TS(t) x) < p(x, TX), and the 
limit ofthe decreasing function p(S(t) x, TS(t) x) exists and is less than or 
equal to p(x, TX). 
Next we observe that 
G np(x, T,,,x) = fp(x, TX), 
so that p(x, S(t) x) G tp(x, TX). 
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Now denote s(t) x by u(t) and p(u(t), Tu(t)) byp(t). Since 
we have p(u(t), x  < [A p(s) ds. 
Consequently, if the first equality s true, then 
lim p(S(t) x,
,-X2 
TS(t) x) 6 lim’2f p(x, S(h) x)/h 
6 lim sup p(x, S(h) x)/h 
h - SC 
and the second equality follows. Since lim, _ z p(t) is now seen to be 
independent of x, the third equality follows too. 
Since we already know that p(S(h) U,u)/h <p(u, Tu) it is clear that 
lim p( S( t + h) x, S(t) x)/h d lim p( S( t) x, TS( t) x). 
t-73 I - cc 
Therefore, allwe have to do to complete he proof is to establish the
reverse inequality. 
To this end we denote T,. by U and repeatedly use the inequality 
p( TU” - ‘x, U+“x) 
<cp((-y--lx, (-J11-k--l x)+(1 -c)p(TU”-‘x, Un--kP1~), 
valid for all 1< k < n - 1, to obtain 
i 
n -~ 2 
dun-c U”-‘x)/cdc 1 (l-c)jp(u~-lx, (I+-J,~) 
j=O i 
+(l -~)“~‘p(TU/“~‘x,x). (1) 
Setting c = t/n and letting n -+ co, we conclude that 
p(S(t) x, 7’S(t) x 6 s : eCrp(S(t) x, S(t--r) x dr+e-‘p(TS(t)x, x). (2) 
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We also have p(u(t), u(t-Y)) 6sip,. p(s) ds. Therefore (2)yields 
e’p(t)d ‘(e’-l)p(r)dr+p(Tu(t),x) s (3) 0 
and 
(e’- 1) p(t) < ji (er - 1) p(r) dr + ~(4th xl. (4) 
Replacing t by h and then u(0) =x by u(t), we now obtain 
(eh-I)p(t+h)<j,‘+’ (e”+‘-l)p(s)ds+p(u(t+h),u(t)). (5)
Hence, 
du(t +A), 4t)) 2 (eh - l)(p(t + h)- p(t)) + b(t), 
and the result follows byletting t + co. 
When T has a fixed point he theorem leads to the following weak 
convergence result. 
COROLLARY 1. Let T: C + C be a p-nonexpansive self-mapping of a 
p-closed p-convex subset of (B, p), and let S be the semigroup generated 
by T. If T has a fixed point, then for each x in C the weak lim, j cu S(t) x 
exists and is a fixed point of T. 
Proof: If the sequence { S(t,) XI\ converges weakly to z for some 
t, -+ co, then zis the unique asymptotic center of{ S(t,) x} with respect to 
both C and B [4, p. 1161. Since lim,, oc p(S(t,) x,TS(t,) x) = 0 by the 
Theorem, weobtain 
lim sup p( Tz, S( t,) x) = lim sup p( Tz, TS( t,) x) 
n - m n-z 
d lim sup p(z, S( t,) x). 
n-72 
Hence z=Tz and lim,,,,p(S(t,)x,z)=lim,,,p(S(t)x,z). Thus z is 
the asymptotic center and the weak limit of the whole trajectory 
(S(t)x: t20). 
When T is fixed point free, the theorem yields a strong convergence 
result (which improves inthis case upon [6, Theorem 8.41). 
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COROLLARY 2. Let T: C -+ C be a p-nonexpansive self-mapping of a 
p-closed p-convex subset of (B, p), and let S be the semigroup generated by T. 
If T is fixed point free, then for each x in C the strong lim, j X S(t) x = e(T), 
a point on the boundary of B. 
Proof. If the sequence { S( t,) x} remains bounded as t, -+ co, we let R = 
lim SUP,,+~ p(x,S(t,)x) and D={y~C:limsup,,,p(y,S(t,)x)<R}. 
It is clear that D is a nonempty, p-bounded, p-closed p-convex subset ofC. 
Since lim, _;c p(S(t,) x,T,S( t,) x) = 0 by the Theorem, D is also invariant 
under T. Therefore, it must contain a fixed point of T (cf. [4, p. 1201). We
conclude that lim, _no p(x, S(t) x) = a3. 
Now let he point a belong to the boundary of B, define cp,: B -+ (0, 00) 
by 
cp,(x)=Il-(x,a)12/(1-lx12), 
and for positive k consider the ellipsoids 
E(a,k)=(xEB:q,(x)<k}. 
We recall [4, p. 1261 that if ap-nonexpansive V: B + B is fixed point free, 
then there xists a unique point e=e( I’) of norm one such that all the 
ellipsoids E(e,k), k > 0, are invariant u der V. Also, let R: B + C be the 
hyperbolic nearest point projection onto C [4, p. 1081 and consider the 
p-nonexpansive mapping V: B -+ B defined by V = TR. Since T is fixed 
point free, sois V. Let W be the semigroup generated by V. 
Given a point x in B, there is a positive k such that x belongs to
E(e( V), k). Since this ellipsoid is p-convex and invariant u der V, we 
must have p,( W(t) x) d k for all t > 0. But we already know that 
lim t+ 3cI W(t) xl = 1. Hence lim,, ,( W(t) x, e) = 1 and the strong 
lb, 53 W(t) x= e(V). The result now follows because S coincides with the 
restriction of W to C. 
We conclude with two consequences of Corollary 2. 
COROLLARY 3. The semigroup S has a fixed point if and only if T does. 
COROLLARY 4. A p-closed p-convex subset C of B has the fixed point 
property ,for p-nonexpansive mappings if and only if it has the approximate 
fixed point property for such mappings. 
Prooj If a p-nonexpansive elf-mapping of C is fixed point free, then C
cannot be geodesically bounded by Corollary 2. The composition of an 
appropriate nearest point projection with an appropriate Mobius transfor- 
mation (cf. [4, p. 1493) now provides us with ap-nonexpansive T: C-t C 
for which inf{ p(x, TX): xE C} is positive. 
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Remark 1. The semigroup S is, in fact, differentiable [7] and 
p(S(t) x,ZS(t) x) is the norm of its derivative in the tangent space to B at 
S(t) x. 
Remark 2. The Theorem is the continuous analog of [S, Theorems 1 
and 21. Its proof shows that it remains valid for all hyperbolic spaces inthe 
sense of [6]. The normed case is [2, Theorem 4.31. 
Remark 3. When C is p-bounded, inequalities ( 1) and (4) imply [3] 
that p( Unx, U”- ‘x) = U( l/log n) and p(S( t) x, 7’S(t) x) =O( l/log t)as 
n -+ cc and t -+ co, respectively. 
Remark 4. In the normed case, inequality (3)is due to Baillon [ 11, 
while (5) is used in the proof of [2, Theorem 4.33. 
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